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Outlook

Gold: In the near term, gold prices are expected to be under pressure as the US Federal
Reserve is expected to hike its interest rates in its meeting to be held on 14-15th Mar’17.
Comments from the US Fed members about prospects of further rate hikes in 2017 will
also be a negative factor for bullion.

Moreover, the dollar index is trading above 101-mark and likely to increase further if Fed
hikes its key rates in near-term meetings which will summon for correction in the gold
prices. Besides, recent growth policies of the Trump government with regard to infra
spending and tax cuts in different sectors along with estimates of more reforms to come in
future will add a boost to the economy, thereby affecting the safe haven appeal for the
commodity.

However, a sharp downside in the prices will be cushioned due to constant low and
negative interest rates by major global central bankers coupled with political, economic
and policy uncertainty across the globe, are generally positive signs for gold.

We advise investors should allocate at least 8-10 percent of the portfolio in the yellow
metal as extreme change (downfall) in the global economy (especially Euro Zone and
China) at large will be driving factor for run up in gold prices but it will be possible in the
long-term.

For the month of March, Gold prices in the international market are expected in the range
of $1151/oz to $1265/oz and on the domestic front, prices are estimated in the range of
Rs.27,450/10 gms to Rs.29,800/10gms.

Silver: Silver prices will decline in tandem with gold prices coupled with stronger dollar
index. Further, an outflow of funds from the iShares silver trust will keep the pressure on
the white metal prices. Moreover, the downside in the prices will be witnessed as a result
of a decline in the gold/silver ratio in recent time, which measures the number of silver
ounces needed to buy an ounce of gold, to plunge around 68.

However, a rise in base metal prices will lead to upside in industrial activity and will
cushion sharp negative movement in the silver prices.

For the month of March, Silver prices in the international market are forecasted to be in
the range of $16.30/oz to $18.25/oz and on the domestic front, prices are anticipated in
the range of Rs.39,000/kg to Rs.42,600/kg.



The above chart shows that Non-farm employment
figures in the US shrunk to the lowest level of
24,000 in May’16 but managed to recover to
292,000 in next month itself.

However, in the month of Jul’16 and Aug’16, it
again fell to 275,000 and 167,000 levels to current
level of 235,000 in Feb’17 and is quite stable and
based on this and inflation factor US Federal
Reserve will decide to hike its interest rates in
Mar’17 meeting and will continue to do so at a
gradual pace for the rest of the year. The above
factor led to strength in the dollar index which
capped sharp positive movement in the yellow
metal prices.
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Gold prices surged by more than 3 percent in
Spot as well as in the Comex. On the MCX, gold
prices also gained more than 2 percent but
recovery in the Indian Rupee capped sharp gains
in the commodity as compared to international
markets.

Uncertainty with regards to the new government
in the US and its policies led to the rise in
precious metals. Investors' interest in gold rose
after the U.S. currency suffered its worst January
in 30 years. On the contrary, the dollar index has
risen by around 1.7 percent last month.

Investors were concerned about the strong
showing in the French presidential race for right
candidate Marine Le Pen, who has promised to
take France out of the Eurozone and to hold a
referendum on European Union membership.

U.S. Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen said that
delaying in interest rates could leave the Fed's
policymaking committee behind the curve,
although she did flag considerable uncertainty
over economic policy under President Donald
Trump's administration.

Philadelphia Fed President Patrick Harker
repeated his view that the central bank should
continue to raise interest rates this year.

Source: Bloomberg
Source: Bloomberg
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Spot and Comex silver prices surged sharply by
more than 4 percent and 4.5 percent
respectively, while MCX silver prices have
gained by around 3.2 percent during the same
time frame.

The rise in silver prices was seen in line with
the increase in gold prices and kept the white
metal in positive territory.

The iShares Silver Trust which is the largest ETF
saw a net outflow of metal as shareholders
liquidated stock on 3-month price highs.

However, due to tax and curb on gold imports
which gained over the last 5 years, India's silver
investment demand also rose more than 4-fold,
almost matching the United States which is the
world-leading private purchases of coins and
bars.

The Silver Institute estimates that, in 2015
alone, 25% of demand for new silver came
from the physical coin and bar sector as
investors increased private holdings.

In the first 10 days of 2017, the U.S. Mint sold
3.7 million ounces of silver American Eagle
coins versus a 2016 monthly average of 3.15
million ounces.
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Coming to the Gold-silver ratio, it has
declined to 68.22 levels in the end of Feb’17
from 69.22 levels in the end of Jan’17.

The gold-silver ratio represents the number
of silver ounces it takes to buy a single ounce
of gold. At present, it takes around 70.89
ounces of Silver to buy an ounce of Gold as
on 10th Mar’17.

Hedge funds and money managers have been
bullish in gold last month.

As on 28th Feb 2017, money managers were
net longs at around 121720 contracts, when
compared to 31st January 2017 wherein they
were net longs at 72067 contracts.

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg

As shown in the previous chart, the investment
demand gained when compared to that of last
month with a surge in the SPDR gold holdings.
SPDR gold trust showed an inflow of around
42.1 tonnes in the last month. The current
holdings as on 10th March 2017 stands at
825.22 tonnes.

However, when we compared from beginning
of the year, holdings have increased marginally
by 19 tonnes or surge of around 2.31 percent.
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